NEW CAMP AT FABER IS READY TO BEGIN SHIPPING OUT LOGS

RAILROAD FROM FABER SPUR TO WOODS COMPLETED—ALL IS NOW READY TO BEGIN ACTIVE OPERATIONS

The new logging camp at Faber, recently opened by the Faber Logging Company, with Robt. Nestos of this city as manager has practically completed all preliminary work and everything is now lined up to begin shopping logs within the next few days. The work has gone ahead rapidly, and the camp is ready to start active logging operations considerably sooner than was expected. It is believed that the camp will be getting out logs steadily from now on and that regular shipments will be made.

The biggest job to be done, before logging could be started was the building of a railroad track three quarters of a mile in length from Faber spur to the timber. This work has been successfully completed, and the track is now ready for use. Logging machinery and equipment have been taken into the timber and installed, and rollways and other appurtenances to active logging operations have been built. Considerable timber has already been cut and a few logs have been hauled out. It is expected that the camp will be operating to full capacity before the end of the week.

The main camp near Faber station is becoming quite a settlement, the camp buildings are still of a temporary character, but these will all be replaced by substantial frame structures before winter. The camp is already one of the leading industrial plants of the upper valley and may be considered a valuable asset to the entire valley.